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You think you know us, but you do not. You think you are like we are, but you are not. We are like
no other. We are the Red Talons. You try behave like we do, but you cannot. You try to keep pace
with us, but you fall behind. We run the long run. We are the Red Talons. You try to match our
purity, but you are tainted. You try to catch our eye, but our eye is fixed on our prey. We are
relentless. We are the Red Talons. You plan and scheme, change and grow. You fight together and
speak like humans. You multiply and are many. We are stone, we stay the same. We speak seldom
and make no promises, save one. We are few. We are the Red Talons.
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Red Talons. You may not think they're the best tribe in the World of Darkness given to you by White
Wolf, but this book shows the Garou through the Talons' eyes- and how extreme they are when it
comes to dealing with humans- they spoke out against stopping the Impergium! The Tribebook is
very well done, giving you what you'd expect in any tribebook- gifts, rites, camps in the tribe, a
history of it, etc. This book goes beyond what would normally be expected- I found myself loving the
Red Talons by the time I was finished, and the book made it a lot easier for me to 'think' and
mentally 'see' how I would roleplay as a Lupus of any breed, besides. Definitely a must-have, even
if you're not fond of the Talons initially. You'll wind up loving them.

The authors of this tribebook did what they could for this tribebook. However, the tribe by its nature
limited what could be done for the book. The history of the tribe is limited, and the archetypes are

uninspiring. It does a good job relating what it is like to be a lupus, but that's its only real credit,
asides from the typical "crunchy bits".
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